Microbial profi ling of cancer is agnostic as to whether bacteria are the cause or the eff ect, although in each scenario lies clinical utility. If the development of cancer is the underlying reason for shifts in the microbial community, then surveying bacteria becomes a new method for diagnosis. Microbial censuses could be used to diagnose malignancies and in surveillance for
In a time when the fragility of the global ecosystem is a hot topic, the macrosystem of global environmental problems parallels the microcosm of the biomedical sphere known as the human body. We are beginning to understand that the safari of a world that inhabits our bodies is highly diverse and sensitive to host-environment factors, and that perturbations of this jungle mirror, and perhaps cause, diseases as disparate as infl ammatory bowel disease, diabetes, and obesity [1] [2] [3] .
Medically, we have understood the concept of perturbing the human ecosystem for some time. As with monocultures in agriculture, razing the landscape of human prosymbionts has serious medical consequences, usually resulting from re-colonization by a predominant species that was previously held in check by the overall community. For example, courses of antibiotics for urinary tract infections are known triggers of vaginal yeast infections; equally, antibiotics for bacterial pneumonias and bloodstream infections are associated with the ever problematic Clostridium diffi cile diarrhea. Th e suppo sition that disturbing the microenvironment causes disease seems to be supported by the recent proof-of-principle experiment to treat disease by repopulating a devastated ecosystem with a healthy one, resulting in the successful eradication of C. diffi cile colitis through fecal microbial transplantation [4] .
Diversity in the microbial habitat: why is more better?
Evidence is mounting that microbial diversity is healthy and less diversity is not. A seminal study in lean and obese twins [3] showed that less diversity in the gut microbiome correlated with obesity, and multiple studies of other diseases, such as infl ammatory bowel disease and colon cancer [1, 5] , consistently fi nd that lower diversity occurs in disease states. Repeatedly fi nding less diversity in multiple, seemingly separate diseases is probably not a coincidence.
Consider the fi nding that microbiomes of cancerous tissue show lower diversity than adjacent normal tissue, recently reported for colorectal cancer [5] , and consider how disturbing the microcosm by reducing its diversity might produce a malignant state. One possibility is that shifting the microcosm such that a few species predominate might allow normally benign organisms to become pathogenic as a result of overrepresentation, as in the case of C. diffi cile. Such microbial dysbiosis could potentially explain the diff erences between colonization and pathogenesis of Helicobacter pylori in the case of gastric cancer, or human papilloma virus on squamous cell surfaces of the cervix, anus, or head and neck. A second possibility is that a diff erent landscape of microorganisms would result in a diff erent ecosystem of metabolites. Perhaps a decrease in diversity of microorganisms leads to a decrease in diversity of metabolites, creating a 'serum starvation' condition, that is, a state in which essential nutrients are lacking. In such a state, an increase in selective pressures might favor hyperproliferative clones and thus predispose to cancer. Alternatively, shifts in diversity might allow an oncometabolite-producing organism, otherwise benign in small proportions, to fl ourish and produce metabolites that are carcinogenic in large quantities. For example, although ethanol itself is not carcinogenic, its metabolite acetaldehyde, converted from ethanol in vivo by both bacteria and fungi (particularly Candida albicans), is carcinogenic in animal models [6] . A third possibility is that a decrease in diversity could cause a shift in the body's baseline immunological response. One imagines either an overactivation of the immune system causing infl ammatory changes such as global hypermethylation [7] or a quiescence of the immune system allowing cancer to grow.
recurrence. Of clinical importance is that microbiome sampling, as opposed to blood sampling or tissue biopsies, is generally non-invasive. Such approaches are already revealing insights; for example, specific microbes in saliva have been associated with chronic pancreatitis and tumors of the pancreas [8] . On the other hand, if shifts in the microbial spectrum cause cancer, then not only does microbiome research become a new route into exploring pathogenesis but the microbiome itself becomes a new target for preventative strategies. Microbiomes could be sampled proactively for risk stratification in at-risk populations, and probiotics and microbiome transplants could be considered as strategies for cancer prevention.
Also intriguing is the idea that one might be able to categorize cancers that do or do not have a microbial influence. It has been demonstrated in head and neck cancers that microbes live deep within tumor tissue [9] , thus contributing to the intracellular stromal environment. Unless their borders are breached by infection, organs such as the kidney and the pancreas have been thought to be completely sterile. With modern metagenomic profiling, which can identify fastidious and previously unculturable microorganisms, we might find that fewer organ systems are sterile than previously thought, and that the contribution of the microbial micro environment might have a much more inwardreaching influence than currently assumed. Classifying cancers into sterile and non-sterile, if sterile cancers truly exist, might garner increased biological understanding of tumorigenesis, perhaps providing new avenues for diagnosis and even novel treatment modalities for nonsterile cancers.
In the jungle, an acute sense of smell, an awareness of changes in the pattern of bushes moving, and a sensitivity to the sounds and vibrations of a herd far away can help a hunter smoke out a nearby predator or prey. If we view each human organ, and probably subareas of these organs, as a separate ecosystem of symbiotic microbes and human 'terrain' , we can better appreciate the interplay of native species within their environmental niche. If we understand cancer to be a predator causing shifts in this delicately balanced jungle, paying attention to the environmental cues dropped by our microbial wildlife might not only broaden our understanding of the ecological community within the jungle but might also help us to refine our cancer-hunting senses.
